Background {#Sec1}
==========

Real-time tracking of moving objects is an essential function in intelligent vehicles. The most commonly used approaches to this task involve the use of Kalman tracking filters and their extensions (e.g., particle filters and interacting-multiple-model filters) (Du and Zhang [@CR2]; Jin et al. [@CR3]). However, these techniques have high computational loads, which thus render them unsuitable for many applications. In contrast, alpha--beta--gamma filters do not suffer from these applicability problems because they involve only small computational loads (Tenne and Singh [@CR11]). For modern sensors that can also measure velocity we previously proposed position--velocity-measured (PVM) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma$$\end{document}$ filtering can be effectively implemented for various velocity-measured sensors such as micro-Doppler radars (Kozma et al. [@CR6]; Lim et al. [@CR9]). However, recent technological improvements in the Internet of Things have facilitated the development of sensing systems that can measure various parameters besides just position and velocity. For tracking systems, acceleration is the most valuable of these. However, tracking filters using simultaneous position, velocity, and acceleration measurements have only been considered in a small number of studies (Besada et al. [@CR1]; Lau et al. [@CR7]; Lefas [@CR8]). Furthermore, no study has focused on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma$$\end{document}$ filters assuming simultaneous measurements including acceleration.
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma$$\end{document}$ filter. We derive performance indices analytically and calculate the optimal gain using a minimum-variance (MV) filter criterion (Kosuge and Ito [@CR5]). Numerical analyses verify the effectiveness of the proposed filters compared with the conventional POM and PVM filters.

Proposed acceleration-measured*α*--*β*--*γ* filters {#Sec2}
===================================================

Position--acceleration-measured*α*--*β*--*γ* filter {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------------
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We define the smoothing process for a new $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma$$\end{document}$ filter defined by ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})--([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})--([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}), the PAM filter. This filter differs from the widely used POM filter in that ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) uses the measured acceleration instead of the measured position.

Position--velocity--acceleration-measured α--β--γ filter {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------

If the position, velocity, and acceleration are all observable, we can realize more accurate tracking than is possible with the PVM and PAM filters. We therefore, propose the PVAM $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Performance indices and optimal gain {#Sec5}
====================================

Two efficient performance indices of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Smoothing performance index {#Sec6}
---------------------------

A reduction in random measurement errors is a fundamental function of a tracking filter. One indicator of the performance in this regard is the steady-state error of a target under constant acceleration considering measurement noise. The variance in the predicted target position in the steady state is calculated by (Tenne and Singh [@CR11]):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now show the derivation results of the smoothing performance indices of the proposed filters. The derivation procedure for these is the same as that for the PVM filters presented in (Saho and Masugi [@CR10]) and is given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tracking performance index {#Sec7}
--------------------------

The tracking filter is required to track complicated motion, including jerks. The steady-state bias error incurred when tracking a target moving with constant jerk is used to evaluate the performance of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The tracking performance indices of the PAM and PVAM filters can then be derived as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Optimal gain determination with MV filter criterion {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------

The MV filter criterion has been proposed as a method for determining the optimal gain using the performance indices given above and considering the trade-off between these indices (Kosuge and Ito [@CR5]). The effectiveness of this criterion for PVM filters is discussed in our previous work (Saho and Masugi [@CR10]). This criterion determines the gain by minimizing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analysis results and discussion {#Sec9}
===============================
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Relationship between performance indices {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the smoothing performance index $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also compared the performance of the PVAM, PVM, and PAM filters. The PVAM filter results shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} indicate improvements over the PVM and PAM filters due to the use of measured acceleration. The value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We clarify the relationship between the measurement noise ratio and the smoothing performance index $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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MV

:   minimum-variance

PAM filter

:   position--acceleration-measured α--β--γ filter

POM filter

:   position-only-measured α--β--γ filter

PVAM filter

:   position--velocity--acceleration-measured α--β--γ filter

PVM filter

:   position--velocity-measured α--β--γ filter

PVM-AP filter

:   PVM acceleration smoothed by measured position-type α--β--γ filter

PVM-AV filter

:   PVM acceleration smoothed by measured velocity-type α--β--γ filter

KS proposed the PAM and PVAM filters and derived their performance indices. KS and MM conducted the numerical analyses. KS wrote the manuscript. Both authors read and approved the final manuscript.
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